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david revoy author, 26 janvier 2018, 09:57 - reply bonjour, i have tested the huion version 8.1.1 and the
tablet is fine, it's the pen driver that is the problem! : - during my tests, the pen driver was not able to

record a click in krita and made the pen to not working. i had to wait for it to wake up and was able to test
again. - it's not true that the calibration for the pen was not able to be saved. i have save the calibration

myself and i was able to use my calibration with a mouse and a tablet. the only issue is the pressure curve
: i have a strange curve, with a lot of jumps, so it's not possible to find the mid-pressure. - about the

firmware, the user manual mention the huion version of the tablet pen driver and krita version. i have not
seen the tablet and krita version, so the tablet pen driver should be fine. dariotw 27 janvier 2018, 09:06 -

reply dariotw, i have not tested the tablet version of 8.1.1 ; i am still using huion pen driver version 8.1 and
my tablet version 8. the pen driver works fine and i am able to record clicks and marks and my tablet and
pen-driver pen calibration is saved and fine. the only issue is the pressure curve, but i have no problem

with any of the tablet functions. this huion tablet pen is the best i have tried so far. i have been in contact
with huion employees and none of them was able to provide an adequate answer to my tablet/pen/driver

problems.
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david spagnol 17 july 2017, 16:37 -
reply i got it working. thanks to the

following piece of code, which i
posted earlier: ---- tablet_id=xinput

list grep -i 'huion pentablet pad' awk
-f= { print $2} awk {print $1} xinput
set-button-map $tablet_id 14 15 16
17 18 19 20 8 9 10 11 12 13 ---- ----

and then i used xsetwacom --set
device="tablet pen tablet pen" to
move the tablet into tablet mode,

and then xsetwacom --set
tablet=14-16 to return the buttons

to those in the huion pen tablet pad.
(i'm now using a.. a. sultan 23 july

2017, 15:16 - reply hi, i have my old
huion (wh1409) and i'm a bit

confused about the new one. is it
right to say that, the new tablet is

not a "normal" tablet? is it a normal
tablet for professional use? if it's for
professional use, is it good? if it's for
non-professional use, is it ok? thanks
in advance.. a. sultan vincent low 29
july 2017, 02:25 - reply hi, i have my

old huion (wh1409) and i'm a bit
confused about the new one. is it
right to say that, the new tablet is

not a "normal" tablet? is it a normal
tablet for professional use? if it's for
professional use, is it good? if it's for
non-professional use, is it ok? thanks
in advance.. vincent low 5ec8ef588b
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